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Hybrid micromechanical-phenomenological modelling of anisotropic damage and anelasticity induced by micro-cracks in unidirectional composites

F. Praud, G. Chatzigeorgiou, Y. Chemisky, F. Meraghni

Abstract

In this paper, a new modelling approach is presented to describe the damaged mechanical response of unidirectional composites under the small strain assumption. The proposed constitutive equations inherits from the phenomenological theories of Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) but brings out a micromechanical description of the damaged Representative Volume Element (RVE) while being formulated in a proper thermodynamical framework. The model is provided with an implicit numerical scheme based on the so-called ”return mapping algorithm” as well as the formulation of the tangent operator. The identification and the prediction capabilities of the model are validated using experimental data including off-axis tensile tests. Finally, to provide a better understanding of the model, a multi-axial non-proportional simulation is performed and analysed.
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1. Introduction

The development of unidirectional composites has been driven by the necessity to develop lightweight new structures with enhanced mechanical properties, especially for automotive and transportation industries. The design of such structural components requires the deep understanding of their mechanical behaviour and failure mechanisms. In composite materials, the damage mechanisms are governed by the specific arrangement of the reinforcement, leading to an anisotropic evolution of their mechanical response. For the case of unidirectional composites reinforced with stiff fibres (e.g., glass or carbon), the longitudinal behaviour exhibits a linear elastic response until the material brittle failure due to fibres breakage. The presence of continuous fibrous reinforcements actually prevents the appearance of others damage mechanisms in the fibre direction. The transverse tension and the in-plane shear responses generally exhibit progressive stiffness degradation prior to failure. Indeed, transverse damage is induced by the appearance of a diffuse micro-crack network that initiates by debonding at the fibre/matrix interfaces (Figure 1a) and propagates by coalescence (Figure 1b).
Most of the modelling efforts have therefore focused on the definition of damage variables related to the previously described behaviour. Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) along with the concept of effective stress formulated within the framework of thermodynamics (Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1990; Lemaitre and Desmorat, 2005) is particularly adapted for such description. Initially developed in the context of isotropic material response, the CDM was adapted to the anisotropic case of unidirectional composites (Le Dantec, 1989; Ladevèze and Le Dantec, 1992; Ladevèze, 1992; Allix et al., 1994; Boubakar et al., 2002, 2003; Mahboob et al., 2017). The effects of micro-cracks are usually accounted through the introduction of several damage state variables that directly define the reduction of the material stiffness. In addition, the anelastic mechanisms are generally described by a plastic-like strain tensor whose evolution is governed by a yield function written in the effective stress space in order to account for the coupling with the damage. Nevertheless, if the use of CDM is convenient and straightforward in the
isotropic case, its extension to anisotropy may lead to the following issues:

- Several damage state variables are assumed to capture properly the anisotropic evolution of the material response. Each variable is associated with an evolution equation that potentially depends on several field variables (temperature, stress) where multi-axial couplings may be included. Such a modelling strategy leads to an important number of material parameters with additional difficulties regarding their identification.

- The definition of the effective stress tensor is required to account for coupling effects with the anelastic mechanisms. In the case of anisotropic materials the physical meaning of the effective stress is not obvious (Lemaitre and Desmorat, 2005).

To overcome those issues, the evolution of the mechanical response of such composites can be rather based on the evolution of the micro-cracks network itself through micromechanics (Laws et al., 1983; Laws and Brockenbrough, 1987; Perreux and Oytana, 1993).

The main objective of this work is to propose a computationally efficient, hybrid micromechanical-phenomenological model that has a reduced number of internal variables. The evolution of these variables is controlled by criteria that depend on local stress estimations, providing hence a physically based description of the damage mechanisms. Such constitutive model is intended to be utilized for representing the response of bundles or yarns towards multi-scale analyses of woven fabric or SMC composites.
The new model accounts for anisotropic damage and anelasticity induced by micro-cracks in unidirectional composites. The damage is introduced through a micromechanical description of a Representative Volume Element (RVE) containing micro-cracks. Those defects are quantified by a unique internal state variable whose evolution is governed by a local stress criterion. The anisotropic evolution of the stiffness as well as the connection between overall and local stress-strain fields are therefore determined using micromechanical relationships that are directly incorporated within the constitutive equations. In that sense, the proposed model is based on a hybrid micromechanical-phenomenological formulation (Couégnat, 2008; Zhu et al., 2011; Qi et al., 2016). A novelty of the proposed model consists in accounting for anelastic deformation mechanisms by introducing the concept of damage induced anelasticity, where permanent strains are assumed to be caused by non-closure effect of the micro-cracks. The constitutive equations are then expressed within the framework of thermodynamics of irreversible processes applied to the overall medium, describing its mechanical response under the small strain assumption and isothermal conditions.

Compared to classical CDM models for unidirectional composites (Le Dantec, 1989; Ladevèze and Le Dantec, 1992; Ladevèze, 1992; Allix et al., 1994; Boubakar et al., 2002, 2003; Mahboob et al., 2017), the present modelling strategy leads to a reduced number of parameters with a certain ease regarding their identification. Moreover, the hybrid micromechanical-phenomenological formulation brings a physical basis to the model, while its
practical use remains as computationally efficient as any purely phenomenological approach.

This paper is structured as follows: In the second section, the constitutive equations, the thermodynamical framework and the micro-mechanical aspects of the proposed model are presented. The third section is devoted to the numerical time implicit implementation scheme in which a user material algorithm is formulated alongside the definition of the tangent operator, essential for use in the finite element framework. The fourth section focuses on the identification strategy of the model parameters. The fifth section presents an example of simulation where the material is subjected to a non-proportional multi-axial loading. The last section summarizes the main conclusions and discusses the perspective related to this work.

The following notation is adopted in this work: bold and blackboard symbols respectively denote second and fourth order tensors while other symbols are scalar quantities. The twice contracted and dyadic products are given by:

\[ \mathbf{A} : \mathbf{B} = A_{ij}B_{ij}, \quad (\mathbf{A} : \mathbf{B})_{ij} = A_{ijkl}B_{kl}, \quad (\mathbf{A} \otimes \mathbf{B})_{ijkl} = A_{ij}B_{kl}. \]

Moreover, all the second order tensors are symmetric \((A_{ij} = A_{ji})\) and all the fourth order tensors have at least the minor symmetries \((A_{ijkl} = A_{jikl} = A_{ijlk})\). Consequently, they can be respectively reduced to \(6 \times 1\) and \(6 \times 6\) matrices according to the Voigt notation. \(\mathbf{I}\) and \(\mathbb{I}\) are the second and the
fourth order identity tensors, respectively, defined as:

\[(I)_{ij} = \delta_{ij}, \quad (\mathbb{I})_{ijkl} = \frac{1}{2}(\delta_{ik}\delta_{jl} + \delta_{il}\delta_{jk}),\]

where \(\delta_{ij}\) is the Kronecker symbol. The inverse of a fourth order tensor \(\mathbb{A}\), that has the minor symmetries, is the fourth order tensor \(\mathbb{A}^{-1}\) for which \(\mathbb{A} : \mathbb{A}^{-1} = \mathbb{A}^{-1} : \mathbb{A} = I\).

2. Constitutive model and thermodynamical framework

The new idea of the proposed model is to link, through micromechanical concepts, the overall stiffness reduction of a unidirectional composite with the evolution of a single scalar state variable \(\gamma_c\) that quantifies the state of the involved damage mechanism, the oriented micro-cracking in the present case. This stiffness reduction is represented under the form of a fourth order tensor \(\mathbb{D}(\gamma_c)\) that gradually decreases the initial stiffness tensor \(\mathbb{C}_0\) of the material, the latter having transversely isotropic properties as it represents the elastic behaviour of the undamaged unidirectional composite (initial material). The tensor \(\mathbb{D}(\gamma_c)\) is assessed by homogenization of the initial material in which a micro-crack density \(\gamma_c\) is introduced (Figure 2). The latter is defined as a void volume fraction created when the material is being damaged. Due to the micro-structure arrangement the micro-crack are forced to propagate in a plane parallel to the fibre direction \(\vec{x}_1\). Moreover, if the material is mainly loaded in plane stress (plane \(\vec{x}_1, \vec{x}_2\)) as it is often the case, then the propagation plane of the micro-cracks can be considered as being perpendicular to the second direction \(\vec{x}_2\) and consequently always oriented in the same plane (Figure 2).
Damage in such type of materials generally brings about permanent strains due to the micro-cracks non-closure and the resultant sliding with friction (Le Dantec, 1989; Ladevèze and Le Dantec, 1992; Boubakar et al., 2002, 2003; Mahboob et al., 2017). In the present model, these damage induced permanent strains are phenomenologically described by an anelastic strain tensor denoted by $\varepsilon_s$. The total overall strain is then expressed by summation of the elastic strain $\varepsilon_e$ with the anelastic strain $\varepsilon_s$:

$$\varepsilon = \varepsilon_e + \varepsilon_s. \quad (1)$$

The observable state variable of the model is the total strain $\varepsilon$ while the internal state variables are $\gamma_c$ and $\varepsilon_s$. The elastic strain $\varepsilon_e$ is not considered as a state variable but, for convenience, is expressed as the difference between the total strain and the anelastic strain.

2.1. **State laws**

According to the framework of thermodynamics (Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1990), the state laws are based on the postulate of a state potential. For the
proposed model, the Helmholtz free energy is chosen to describe the energetic state of the material. The latter is formulated as a stored energy function of the state variables:

\[ \rho \psi (\epsilon, \epsilon_s, \gamma_c) = \frac{1}{2} (\epsilon - \epsilon_s) : [C_0 - D(\gamma_c)] : (\epsilon - \epsilon_s). \] (2)

The associated thermodynamic variables, namely the stress \(\sigma\), \(-\sigma\) and the energy density release \(-Y_c\) are expressed by derivation of the potential with respect to their corresponding state variables \(\epsilon\), \(\epsilon_s\) and \(\gamma_c\), respectively:

\[ \sigma = \rho \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \epsilon} = [C_0 - D(\gamma_c)] : (\epsilon - \epsilon_s), \] (3)

\[ -\sigma = \rho \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \epsilon_s}, \] (4)

\[ -Y_c = \rho \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \gamma_c} = -\frac{1}{2} (\epsilon - \epsilon_s) : \frac{\partial D(\gamma_c)}{\partial \gamma_c} : (\epsilon - \epsilon_s). \] (5)

The state and associated variables of the proposed model are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: State and associated variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State variables</th>
<th>Associated variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observable internal</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\epsilon)</td>
<td>(\sigma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\epsilon_s)</td>
<td>(-\sigma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\gamma_c)</td>
<td>(-Y_c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Micro-mechanical aspects

Obviously, the state laws formulated on the previous section depend on the exact physical signification given to the micro-crack density $\gamma_c$ along with the definition of the stiffness reduction tensor $\mathbb{D}(\gamma_c)$. As previously mentioned, in the proposed model, it has been chosen to identify these quantities using micro-mechanical concepts (Laws et al., 1983; Laws and Brockenbrough, 1987; Perreux and Oytana, 1993; Couégnat, 2008).

2.2.1. Definition of the stiffness reduction

By assuming micro-cracks as oriented quasi flat ellipsoidal inclusions of void, an explicit expression of the stiffness tensor $\mathbb{D}(\gamma_c)$ can be obtained according to the void volume fraction $\gamma_c$, also referred as the micro-crack density (Meraghni and Benzeggagh, 1995; Meraghni et al., 1996, 2002). The voids represents the micro-discontinuities as a part of the material that is unable to sustain stress. This is taken into account by considering zero stiffness tensor for the void inclusions. Using mean field approaches (Qu and Cherkaoui, 2006), the overall stiffness of the damaged composite, namely $\mathbb{C}_0 - \mathbb{D}(\gamma_c)$, is determined from a two phases RVE consisting of a volume fraction $\gamma_c$ of void inclusions (with zero stiffness) embedded in a reference medium (the virgin part of the material in the present case). This gives:

$$\mathbb{C}_0 - \mathbb{D}(\gamma_c) = (1 - \gamma_c)\mathbb{C}_0 : A_{0}(\gamma_c). \quad (6)$$

In the above equation, $A_{0}(\gamma_c)$ is the strain localisation tensor that is to be defined. The strain localisation in the void inclusions is represented by the tensor $A_{c}(\gamma_c)$. It is well established (Qu and Cherkaoui, 2006) that, for a
two phases RVE, one can write the following relationship between the strain localisation tensors:

\[(1 - \gamma_c)A_0(\gamma_c) + \gamma_c A_c(\gamma_c) = I.\]  \hfill (7)

According to the micromechanical scheme of Mori and Tanaka (1973), the strain localisation in the inclusions \(A_c(\gamma_c)\) is calculated from the strain localisation in the reference medium \(A_0(\gamma_c)\), the latter is then directly deduced from (7):

\[A_c(\gamma_c) = T_c : A_0(\gamma_c) \quad \text{and} \quad A_0(\gamma_c) = (I + \gamma_c(T_c - I))^{-1},\]  \hfill (8)

where \(T_c\) is the interaction tensor obtained from the solution of Eshelby (1957). For void inclusions with zero stiffness, this interaction tensor can be easily expressed as:

\[T_c = (I - S_E)^{-1}.\]  \hfill (9)

\(S_E\) is the well known Eshelby tensor (Eshelby, 1957) that depends on the stiffness tensor of the reference medium \(C_0\) and the relative dimensions \(a_1, a_2\) and \(a_3\) (Figure 3) of the void ellipsoidal inclusion. Because of the anisotropic properties of the reference medium \((C_0)\), the Eshelby tensor \(S_E\) must be numerically evaluated using the methodology proposed by Gavazzi and Lagoudas (1990) that is briefly presented in Appendix A. Finally, the introduction of (7) and (8) into (6) leads to the following formulation of the overall stiffness tensor of the damaged material, highlighting the expression of the stiffness reduction tensor \(D(\gamma_c)\):

\[C_0 - D(\gamma_c) = C_0 - \gamma_c C_0 : T_c : A_0(\gamma_c),\]  \hfill (10)
thus,

$$\mathcal{D}(\gamma_c) = \gamma_c C_0 : T_c : A_0(\gamma_c).$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)$$

Besides computing the stiffness reduction, the strain localisation tensors (8) allow to define the local strain fields, and more especially the one in the virgin part of the material:

$$\varepsilon_0(\varepsilon, \varepsilon_s, \gamma_c) = A_0(\gamma_c) : (\varepsilon - \varepsilon_s).$$ \hspace{1cm} (12)

Similarly, the local stress in the virgin part of the material $\sigma_0 = C_0 : \varepsilon_0$ can be written either in term of strain $\varepsilon$, or in term of stress $\sigma$, if (3) is substituted:

$$\sigma_0(\varepsilon, \varepsilon_s, \gamma_c) = C_0 : A_0(\gamma_c) : (\varepsilon - \varepsilon_s) \quad \text{or} \quad \sigma_0(\sigma, \gamma_c) = B_0(\gamma_c) : \sigma, \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

where it can be demonstrated that the stress localisation tensor $B_0(\gamma_c)$, after proper calculation, is simply given by:

$$B_0(\gamma_c) = C_0 : A_0(\gamma_c) : \left[C_0 - \mathcal{D}(\gamma_c)\right]^{-1} = \frac{I}{1 - \gamma_c}. \hspace{1cm} (14)$$

It is easy to verify that, using the equations (8) and (14), when the material is undamaged: $A_0(\gamma_c = 0) = B_0(\gamma_c = 0) = I$, then $\varepsilon_0 = (\varepsilon - \varepsilon_s)$ and $\sigma_0 = \sigma$. 
Figure 3: Ellipsoid with its relative dimensions.

Note that the interaction tensor $T_c$ is directly calculated from the Eshelby tensor $S_E$ in (9) and consequently does not depend on any variables. Therefore, $T_c$ can be considered as an input of the model and is hence computed only once prior any analysis. Such computational consideration is particularly important since the numerical evaluation of the Eshelby tensor is a computationally expensive task that must be avoided in a numerical process.

It is also important to point out that, although the tensors $S_E$, $T_c$ and $A_0$ do not have the major symmetry, while the tensor $D(\gamma_c)$ always does. Indeed, for a two phases RVE (composite and void in the present case) the major symmetry of the homogenized stiffness tensor is ensured with the micromechanical scheme of Mori-Tanaka (Benveniste et al., 1991). This latter point is essential because it allows the definition of a thermodynamic state potential, as formulated in (2) for the proposed model.
As mentioned in the introduction (Section 1), to consider anisotropic damage, CDM based model needs several damage state variables. With the proposed approach the definition of damage is provided through a micromechanical description. The anisotropic stiffness reduction induced by the micro-cracking is computed as a tensorial function which directly depends on the micro-crack density $\gamma_c$. The latter is denoted as an internal state variable, which has a physical signification from a micromechanical point of view.

2.2.2. Geometrical aspects of the voids

The orientation and the quasi flat aspect of the void ellipsoid inclusions imply specific conditions on their relative dimensions (Figure 3). Indeed, the flattening ratios $\delta_1$ and $\delta_3$ must tend to infinite values:

$$
\delta_1 = \frac{a_1}{a_2} \to \infty, \quad \delta_3 = \frac{a_3}{a_2} \to \infty.
$$

(15)

In practice, large enough value of flattening ratios are introduced for the numerical evaluation of the stiffness reduction. The latter is also influenced by the micro-cracks shape ratio $\delta_c$, where

$$
\delta_c = \frac{\delta_1}{\delta_3} = \frac{a_1}{a_3}.
$$

(16)

If $\delta_c = 1$, then the shape of the micro-cracks is perfectly circular (penny shape). If $\delta_c \to \infty$, then the micro-cracks are crossing the volume element along $\bar{x}_1$, whereas in the opposite case, when $\delta_c \to 0$, the micro-cracks are crossing the volume element along $\bar{x}_3$. 
As an example, the stiffness reduction tensor $\mathbb{D}(\gamma_c)$ has been determined (Figure 4) for different configurations of void inclusions, as detailed in Table 2. For these computations, stiffness properties taken from a flax-epoxy unidirectional composite have been considered. These properties have been extracted from experimental data of Mahboob et al. (2017) as shown later in Section 4. The undamaged stiffness tensor of this material, namely $\mathbb{C}_0$, is presented below with the help of the Voigt notation.

$$\mathbb{C}_0 = \begin{pmatrix}
21975 & 2678 & 2678 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
5711 & 1942 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
5711 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
2100 & 0 & 0 \\
2100 & 0 \\
\text{sym.} & 1885 \\
\end{pmatrix} \text{ MPa.} \quad (17)$$

Note that $\mathbb{C}_0$ is well transversely isotropic as $C_{0222} = C_{0333}$, $C_{0112} = C_{0113}$, $C_{0121} = C_{0131}$ and $C_{0212} = \frac{1}{2}(C_{0222} - C_{0232}) = \frac{1}{2}(C_{0333} - C_{0233})$. 


Table 2: Flattening and shape ratios of the void inclusions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>configuration of the void inclusions</th>
<th>flattening ratios</th>
<th>shape ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta_1 = \frac{a_1}{a_2}$</td>
<td>$\delta_3 = \frac{a_3}{a_2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circular micro-cracks (penny shape)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circular micro-cracks (penny shape)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circular micro-cracks (penny shape)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circular micro-cracks (penny shape)</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crossing micro-cracks along $\vec{x}_1$</td>
<td>400000</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crossing micro-cracks along $\vec{x}_3$</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be noticed that the presence of micro-cracks does not affect all the terms of the stiffness reduction tensor in the same way, leading to an anisotropic response in this damage mechanism. On Figure 4, it can be observed that the terms 1122, 2222, 2233, 1212 and 2323 of the stiffness are the most reduced, while the terms 1111, 3333 and 1313 are almost not affected for the considered range of micro-cracks density. The flattening of the voids inclusions appears to have a shift effect on the stiffness reduction. The influence of the flattening ratios $\delta_1$ and $\delta_3$ seems to become negligible from a certain value. Similar observations have been reported by Meraghni and Benzeggagh (1995) and validate the choice of large finite values to respect infinite ratios. Regarding the shape of the cracks, it can be noticed that the micro-crack shape ratio $\delta_c$ mainly influences the stiffness reduction of the in-plane shear (term 1212), that appear to more important when micro-cracks cross the volume element along $\vec{x}_1$, namely when $\delta_c \to \infty$. 
Figure 4: Relative non null components of the stiffness reduction tensor for values of void flattening and shape ratios.
2.3. Evolution laws

Assuming no coupling between the thermal and mechanical dissipation, the second principle of thermodynamics implies that the mechanical dissipation has to be always positive or null through the Clausius Duhem inequality. The rate of the dissipated energy $\Phi$ is then expressed by the difference between the rate of the strain energy $W_\varepsilon$ and the rate of the stored energy $\rho \psi$, in which equations (3), (4) and (5) are substituted:

$$\dot{\Phi} = \dot{W}_\varepsilon - \rho \dot{\psi} \geq 0$$

$$= \sigma : \dot{\varepsilon} - \rho \left( \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \varepsilon} \dot{\varepsilon} + \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \varepsilon_s} \dot{\varepsilon}_s + \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \gamma_c} \dot{\gamma}_c \right) \geq 0$$

$$= \sigma : \dot{\varepsilon}_s + Y_c \dot{\gamma}_c \geq 0. \quad (18)$$

From an energetic point of view it is worth noticing that, according to the proposed model formulation, the internal energy function $\rho \psi$ presented in (2) is only associated to the elastic part of the total strain. Indeed, in this formalism, there is no energetic term linked to the anelastic strain $\varepsilon_s$ that could permanently store energy in the material, like a hardening function in the case of plasticity. Consequently, $\rho \psi$ is fully and instantaneously recoverable when the stress is released. Thus, the non-linear mechanisms accounted in the model only dissipate and do not store energy in an unrecoverable manner (Figure 5).
2.3.1. Damage activation and development

Classically, in most of the continuum damage models for unidirectional composite (Le Dantec, 1989; Ladevèze and Le Dantec, 1992; Ladevèze, 1992; Allix et al., 1994; Boubakar et al., 2002, 2003; Mahboob et al., 2017), the damage variables are driven by a criterion based on their associated variables, namely the energy density releases. In the present formulation, such a control would be inappropriate, since the growth of oriented micro-cracks is only generated under a certain type of stress state, namely when $\sigma_{22}$ and $\sigma_{12}$ are involved. For this reason, it is proposed to drive the development of the micro-crack density $\gamma_c$ by an anisotropic quadratic interaction criterion (Hill, 1948; Ottosen and Ristinmaa, 2005) expressed from the local stress in the virgin part of the material (13). This criterion, in its general form is given by:

$$H_c(\sigma_0) = \sqrt{\sigma_0 : \underline{\underline{H}} : \sigma_0}.$$  (19)
In the above equation, $H$ is a fourth order tensor configured in such a way that $H_{c}$ stays sensitive only to the components 22 and 12 of $\sigma_{0}$. With the help of the Voigt notation, this gives:

$$H_{c}^{2} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l} \sigma_{011} \\ \sigma_{022} \\ \sigma_{033} \\ \sigma_{012} \\ \sigma_{013} \\ \sigma_{023} \end{array} \right\}^{T} \times \left( \begin{array}{cccc} 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ \left( \frac{1}{R_{22}} \right) & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \left( \frac{1}{R_{12}} \right) & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \text{sym.} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{array} \right) \times \left\{ \begin{array}{l} \sigma_{011} \\ \sigma_{022} \\ \sigma_{033} \\ \sigma_{012} \\ \sigma_{013} \\ \sigma_{023} \end{array} \right\} = \left( \frac{\sigma_{022}}{R_{22}} \right)^{2} + \left( \frac{\sigma_{012}}{R_{12}} \right)^{2}.$$ 

(20)

As illustrated in Figure 6a, $R_{22}$ and $R_{12}$ denote the initial thresholds in pure transverse tension and in pure in-plane shear, respectively. According to the relationships (13) and (14), the local stress $\sigma_{0}$ and the overall stress $\sigma$ have the same direction and a nearly equal amplitude since the micro-crack density $\gamma_{c}$ takes relatively small values. Nevertheless, a criterion based on this local stress $\sigma_{0}$ is more appropriate as it accounts for the neat part of the material sustaining the loading.

The development of the micro-crack density is formulated in such a way that the damage initiates only when $H_{c}$ exceeds 1. After this stage, the micro-crack density $\gamma_{c}$ is expressed as a function $g$ of the maximal value reached by the criterion $H_{c}$ in the whole loading history, noted hereafter as $\text{sup}(H_{c})$. The function $g$ is chosen as a Weibull-like law (Weibull 1951) that is commonly utilized in micromechanics-based models to express the evolution of various types of damage mechanisms like micro-cracking (Derrien et al.,
2000; Meraghni et al., 2002) or interface debonding (Lee and Pyo, 2007; Zaïri et al., 2008; Despringre et al., 2016). Thus, in the proposed model, the development of the micro-crack density is expressed as follows:

\[
\gamma_c = g(\sup(H_c)) = \gamma_c^\infty \left[1 - \exp\left(-\left[\frac{\left(\sup(H_c) - 1\right)_+}{S}\right]^\beta\right)\right],
\]

where \(S\) and \(\beta\) are the length and exponent parameters, respectively. \(\gamma_c^\infty\) denotes the level of micro-crack saturation such that \(\gamma_c \leq \gamma_c^\infty\), as shown in Figure 6b. If no saturation effect appears experimentally, then the parameter \(\gamma_c^\infty\) can be simply fixed to a large enough value so that only the first part of the Weibull function \((0 < \sup(H_c) < 1 + S)\) is acting (Figure 6b).

![Figure 6: Development of the micro-crack density.](image)

It is worth noticing that the development relationship (21) accounts well for the irreversible aspect of damage implying that \(\dot{\gamma}_c \geq 0\). Indeed, as illustrated in Figure 6a, damage is activated and evolves \((\dot{\gamma}_c > 0)\) when \(H_c = \sup(H_c)\), while it remains constant \((\dot{\gamma}_c = 0)\) when \(H_c < \sup(H_c)\). From a thermodynamic point of view, the inequality \(Y_c \geq 0\) ensures that the dissipation related to the stiffness reduction is always positive or null, i.e. \(Y_c \dot{\gamma}_c \geq 0\).
2.3.2. Evolution law for anelasticity

Classically, in most of the CDM-based models for unidirectional composites (Le Dantec, 1989; Ladevèze and Le Dantec, 1992; Ladevèze, 1992; Allix et al., 1994; Boubakar et al., 2002, 2003; Mahboob et al., 2017), the anelastic mechanisms are formulated in a similar manner as plasticity, where the anelastic strains are governed by a yield criterion written in the effective stress space (Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1990; Lemaitre and Desmorat, 2005). Alternatively, the proposed approach considers that the anelasticity occurs as permanent strains caused by the micro-cracks non-closure upon unloading. Therefore, this anelasticity is a direct consequence of the micro-cracking that is represented by the internal state variable $\gamma_c$. Accordingly, the evolution of the anelastic strain $\varepsilon_s$ is directly linked to the variable of the micro-crack density $\gamma_c$, making the two mechanisms directly coupled and simultaneously activated. This evolution is expressed through the normality of a convex indicative function given by:

$$F(\sigma, Y_c) = H_s(\sigma) + Y_c \quad \text{with} \quad H_s(\sigma) = \sqrt{\sigma : \mathbf{F} : \sigma}. \quad (22)$$

In the above equation, $H_s$ is another anisotropic quadratic interaction criterion (Hill, 1948; Ottosen and Ristinmaa, 2005) in which the fourth order tensor $\mathbf{F}$ is configured in such a way that $H_s$ stays sensitive only to the
components 22 and 12 of $\sigma$. With the help of the Voigt notation, this gives:

$$
H_s^2 = \begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_{11} \\
\sigma_{22} \\
\sigma_{33} \\
\sigma_{12} \\
\sigma_{13} \\
\sigma_{23}
\end{bmatrix}^T \times \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & a_{22}^2 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & a_{12}^2 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\text{sym.} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \times \begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_{11} \\
\sigma_{22} \\
\sigma_{33} \\
\sigma_{12} \\
\sigma_{13} \\
\sigma_{23}
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(23)

where $a_{22}$ and $a_{12}$ are material parameters. The normality of the indicative function $F(\sigma, Y_c)$ allows to express the rate of $\gamma_c$ and $\varepsilon_s$ through a common multiplier $\lambda$ ($\dot{\lambda} \geq 0$):

$$
\dot{\gamma}_c = \frac{\partial F}{\partial Y_c} \dot{\lambda} = \dot{\lambda},
$$

(24)

$$
\dot{\varepsilon}_s = \frac{\partial F}{\partial \sigma} \dot{\lambda} = \frac{F : \sigma}{H_s(\sigma)} \dot{\lambda}.
$$

(25)

The evolution of the multiplier, that appears to be the rate of the micro-crack density itself ($\dot{\gamma}_c = \dot{\lambda} \geq 0$), is obtained through the damage development relationship (21). Then, by introducing (24) into (25) the evolution of the anelastic strain $\varepsilon_s$ eventually takes the form of a flow equation:

$$
\dot{\varepsilon}_s = \Lambda_s(\sigma) \dot{\gamma}_c \quad \text{with} \quad \Lambda_s(\sigma) = \frac{F : \sigma}{H_s(\sigma)}.
$$

(26)

In the above equation, $H_s(\sigma)$ is related to the direction of the anelastic strain, whereas $H_c(\sigma_0)$ is related to the damage activation and development as expressed in (21). In that sense the anelastic strain is governed by a non-associative flow rule. The form of $F$ in (23) implies that only the components 22 and 12 of the anelastic strain tensor $\varepsilon_s$ are active and only evolve with the micro-crack density, namely when $\dot{\gamma}_c > 0$. In addition, it is worth noting that
the anelastic mechanism can be disactivated by setting $a_{22} = 0$ and $a_{12} = 0$.

2.4. Remarks and discussion

With the present model, the damage development and the direction of the anelastic strain are governed by the stress criteria $H_c$ (20) and $H_s$ (23), respectively. Although simple, the choices of these criteria are motivated by the fact that each one involves only two parameters that can be easily identified (see Section 4). It is worth recalling that the criteria $H_c$ and $H_s$ are both formulated as anisotropic quadratic interaction criteria based on the work of Hill (1948) and Ottosen and Ristinmaa (2005). These criteria imply symmetric envelopes in the stress space. Consequently, they cannot account for asymmetric effects such as the difference in response between tension and compression. Nevertheless, $H_c$ and $H_s$ can be easily replaced by other criteria (Hoffman, 1967; Tsai and Wu, 1971; Hashin and Rotem, 1973; Hashin, 1980; Karafillis and Boyce, 1993) accounting for more complicated multi-axial coupling and asymmetric effects. Such advanced criteria though would require additional parameters that need to be identified from experiments including tension-compression, and combined loading conditions. In the absence of such data, the proposed quadratic interaction criteria remain the best compromise.

As mentioned at the beginning of Section 2, the present model considers that the micro-cracks are always oriented in the same direction. This orientation is conditioned by the reinforcement and by an assumed plane stress state. In certain cases, this hypothesis could be violated. Indeed, according
to the well-established Puck criterion (Puck and Schneider, 1969; Puck and Schürrmann, 1998), it is known that the cracking plane may exhibit different types of orientation, especially when a transverse compressive stress is involved ($\sigma_{22} < 0$). The present modelling approach can be combined with such criterion to account for a load dependent micro-cracks orientation. However, integrating this feature may lead to several modelling difficulties. First, when the material is subjected to highly non-proportional loading, different cracking planes exist and may interact each other. Second, even though advanced algorithms have been already developed for the determination of a potential cracking plane (Wiegand et al., 2008; Schirmaier et al., 2014), the computational cost associated to this task is often prohibitive and the application of the algorithms in non-linear FE schemes is not straightforward.

Additionally, the introduction of local damage in FE structural analyses may cause additional difficulties, related to the localization effect. Indeed, this well-known unstable phenomenon caused by the loss of ellipticity of the system of equations cannot be described correctly with phenomenological models using local variables. Usually, in FE computations the localization is activated under any small perturbation, which may be caused by defects in the material, irregularities in the geometry of the structure or non-homogeneous boundary conditions. The numerical solution is then mesh dependent and the actual results are not reliable. Often, size effects and localization mechanisms can be captured with non-local models (Dimitrijevic and Hackl, 2008; Waffenschmidt et al., 2014; He et al., 2015; Kiefer et al., 2017), which use gradients of the variables and introduce a character-
istic length. In the current work the proposed damage model is formulated and implemented in the framework of CDM with the assumption of diffuse damage prior to damage localization. All the numerical calculations are performed well before any unstable phenomenon occurs, thus the analyses do not suffer by loss of uniqueness. For structural applications the model can be considered accurate as long as the material at every point of the structure does not reach the limit where localization appears.

3. Numerical implementation: Backward Euler time implicit algorithm

When using a backward Euler time implicit numerical scheme, the value of a given quantity \( x \) is computed from the previous time increment \( n \) to the current one \( n + 1 \) such that \( x^{(n+1)} = x^{(n)} + \Delta x^{(n+1)} \). The latter relationship is implicit and usually requires an iterative scheme to be solved. Thus, the current value of the quantity \( x \) is corrected for each iteration \( k \) by:

\[
x^{(n+1)(k+1)} = x^{(n+1)(k)} + \delta x^{(n+1)(k)} \quad \text{or} \quad \Delta x^{(n+1)(k+1)} = \Delta x^{(n+1)(k)} + \delta x^{(n+1)(k)}
\]

until \( x^{(n+1)} \) converges.

The implementation of a constitutive law in a finite element software like ABAQUS is usually ensured by a User MATerial subroutine (UMAT). When the analysis is completed at the time increment \( n \), the finite element solver provides, for each integration point, all the state variables at the time increment \( n \) along with the increment of total strain \( \Delta \varepsilon^{(n+1)} \). Thus, from these data, the role of the UMAT subroutine is to compute: i) the stress and the
state variables at the time increment $n + 1$, and ii) the tangent operator $C_t$ that is necessary to achieve a fast convergence for the next finite element calculation.

The proposed scheme is based on the ”convex cutting plane” form of the ”return mapping algorithm” (Ortiz and Simo, 1986; Simo and Hughes, 1998). In such algorithms, it is convenient to write the evolution equations under the form of residual functions that must satisfy a nullity condition. With the proposed model, the damage development relationship (21) is written under the form of scalar function $\phi_{\gamma c}$ that takes negative values when damage is not active ($\dot{\gamma}_c = 0$), or that must remain null when damage is active ($\dot{\gamma}_c > 0$):

$$
\phi_{\gamma c}(H_c; \gamma_c) = g(H_c) - \gamma_c \leq 0,
\begin{cases}
\text{if} & \phi_{\gamma c} < 0, \quad \dot{\gamma}_c = 0 \\
\text{if} & \phi_{\gamma c} = 0, \quad \dot{\gamma}_c > 0
\end{cases}
$$

Note that the ”convex cutting plane” method does not require the integration of the flow equation (26) as a residual function.

3.1. Computation of the stress
3.1.1. Stress prediction

In order to initiate the computation of the stress, the internal state variables are assumed not to evolve at first ($\Delta \gamma_c^{(n+1)(k=0)} = 0$ and $\Delta \varepsilon_c^{(n+1)(k=0)} = 0$), while total strain at the end of the increment is given by $\varepsilon^{(n+1)} = \varepsilon^{(n)} + \Delta \varepsilon^{(n+1)}$. Therefore, the stress is predicted and the residual $\phi_{\gamma c}$ is then checked to identify whether the damage is active or not:

- If $\phi_{\gamma c}^{(n+1)(k=0)} \leq 0$, then the damage is not active and consequently, the stress does not need to be corrected.
• If $\phi_{\gamma_c}^{(n+1)(k=0)} > 0$, then the damage is active. Thus, the "stress correction" is required.

3.1.2. Stress correction

During the "stress correction", the residual $\phi_{\gamma_c}$ returns back to zero by developing the internal state variables. It is reminded that, during this step, the total strain does not evolve: $\delta \varepsilon^{(n+1)(k)} = 0$. Accordingly, the internal state variables are updated at each iteration $k$ by:

$$
\gamma_c^{(n+1)(k+1)} = \gamma_c^{(n+1)(k)} + \delta \gamma_c^{(n+1)(k)} , \quad \varepsilon_s^{(n+1)(k+1)} = \varepsilon_s^{(n+1)(k)} + \delta \varepsilon_s^{(n+1)(k)} ,
$$

(28)

where $\delta \gamma_c^{(n+1)(k)}$ and $\delta \varepsilon_s^{(n+1)(k)}$ are expressed through the linearisation of the constitutive equations (see Appendix B) along with the nullity condition of the residual $\phi_{\gamma_c}$ (see Appendix C). This eventually gives:

$$
\delta \gamma_c^{(n+1)(k)} = -\frac{\phi_{\gamma_c}^{(n+1)(k)}}{K_{\gamma_c\gamma_c}^{(n+1)(k)}} ,
$$

(29)

$$
\delta \varepsilon_s^{(n+1)(k)} = \Lambda_s (\sigma^{(n+1)(k)}) \delta \gamma_c^{(n+1)(k)} ,
$$

(30)

where the expression of the "corrector" $K_{\gamma_c\gamma_c}$ is provided in (C.4). This correction procedure is iteratively repeated ($k$ loop) until the convergence is reached, namely when $|\phi_{\gamma_c}^{(n+1)(k+1)}| \leq 0 + \delta$.

Note that, according to the "convex cutting plane" method (Ortiz and Simo, 1986; Simo and Hughes, 1998), the flow equation (26) is explicitly integrated within the correction procedure. This is why, in (30), the flow $\Lambda_s$ is calculated from the previously updated stress $\sigma^{(n+1)(k)}$. Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that the time integration remains implicit. Despite this
simplification, the “convex cutting plane” method provides a good accuracy compared to other schemes, while involving less computational cost (Qidwai and Lagoudas, 2000).

3.2. Tangent operator

In accordance with the ”convex cutting plane” method (Ortiz and Simo, 1986; Simo and Hughes, 1998), the formulation of the tangent operator $C_t$ is obtained through the identification of a linear relationship between $d\sigma$ and $d\varepsilon$ using a continuum description. When damage is not active ($\dot{\gamma}_c = 0$), the tangent operator is simply given by the current elastic stiffness: $C_0 - D(\gamma_c)$. When damage is active ($\dot{\gamma}_c > 0$), the stress-strain relationship is written in its linearised form. After proper calculation (see Appendix B), this gives:

$$
d\sigma = B_{\sigma\varepsilon} : d\varepsilon + B_{\sigma\gamma_c} d\gamma_c.
$$  \hfill (31)

As damage is being generated, the condition $d\phi_{\gamma_c} = 0$ must be satisfied. From the latter a linear relationship can be identified between $d\gamma_c$ and $d\varepsilon$ (see Appendix D):

$$
d\gamma_c = X_{\gamma_c\varepsilon} : d\varepsilon,
$$  \hfill (32)

where the term $X_{\gamma_c\varepsilon}$ is the ”tangent multiplier” whose expression is provided in (D.3). Finally, the substitution of (32) into (31) leads to the identification of the tangent operator $C_t$, such that $d\sigma = C_t : d\varepsilon$. Its formulation is then given by:

$$
C_t = B_{\sigma\varepsilon} + B_{\sigma\gamma_c} \otimes X_{\gamma_c\varepsilon}.
$$  \hfill (33)
4. Model identification and experimental validation

In this section, a suitable procedure is proposed for the identification of the model. This procedure is illustrated with experimental data coming from the work of Mahboob et al. (2017) on a flax-epoxy composite. Note that, compared to classical unidirectional composites with stiff fibres (e.g., glass or carbon), the case of the flax-epoxy is unusual. Indeed, due to the nature of the flax fibres, a slightly non-linear response can be observed in the longitudinal direction. It is important to mention that this peculiar aspect of the flax-epoxy composite cannot be properly captured with the proposed model. The latter has been preferentially developed for classical unidirectional composites and therefore assumes a linear response in the longitudinal direction. However, the transverse and in-plane shear behaviour in the flax-epoxy composite involves the same mechanisms than those described by the model. Consequently, in this study, the attention is more focused on the description of the transverse and in-plane shear, while in the longitudinal direction, the response is considered as being linear elastic with an average slope (see Figure 10a).

All the experimental data come from uni-axial tests performed on symmetric and balanced laminated specimens (Figure 7a). In these conditions, neither tension-shear nor tension-bending couplings appear, thus the overall laminate exhibits a purely uni-axial stress state in the specimen’s coordinate system \((\vec{x}, \vec{y}, \vec{z})\). However, each single layer (Figure 7b), due to its orientation, is subjected to complex plane stress states in its local coordinate system \((\vec{x}_1, \vec{x}_2, \vec{x}_3)\). During the test a longitudinal strain \(\varepsilon_{xx}\) was applied on the spec-
imens, while the response in term of transversal strain $\varepsilon_{yy}$ and longitudinal stress were monitored $\sigma_{xx}$. Based on the individual behaviour of each single layer, the non-linear response of such multi-layered composite is simulated through a homogenisation scheme. Although the non-linear extension of the classical laminate theory is commonly used for this purpose (Berthelot, 1999; Perreux and Lazuardi, 2001), it is convenient to consider instead a scheme based on periodic homogenization (Chatzigeorgiou et al., 2015) in order to keep the constitutive model in its 3D formalism. Both methods actually provide the same results as long as laminates with a symmetric stacking are considered.

Figure 7: Definition of a laminate, $(\vec{x}, \vec{y}, \vec{z})$ is the coordinate system of the laminate, while $(\vec{x}_1, \vec{x}_2, \vec{x}_3)$ is the material one within a single layer.

It is proposed to identify, at first, the parameters related to the micro-cracks density evolution (21) and the anelasticity (26) in the transverse tension, namely, $R_{22}$, $S$, $\beta$, $\gamma_c^\infty$ and $a_{22}$. These parameters can be assessed through an incremental load/unload tensile test performed on a $[90^\circ]_16$ laminated specimen (Figure 8a). Indeed, with this stacking sequence the material, locally, is only subjected to a uni-axial stress state in the transverse direc-
tion \( (\sigma_{22} = \sigma_{ss}) \), thus the expression of the stress (3) can be reduced in its transverse uni-axial form. This gives:

\[
\sigma_{22} = [E_{02} - D_2(\gamma_c)](\varepsilon_{22} - \varepsilon_{s22}),
\]

(34)

where \( E_{02} \) is the initial transverse Young modulus, while \( D_2(\gamma_c) \) represents the transverse uni-axial stiffness reduction. It is important to mention that \( D_2(\gamma_c) \) is not a term of the stiffness reduction tensor \( \mathbb{D}(\gamma_c) \) but it is related to the latter by the following relationship:

\[
D_2(\gamma_c) = E_{02} - \frac{1}{S_{2222}(\gamma_c)} \quad \text{with} \quad S(\gamma_c) = [\mathbb{C}_0 - \mathbb{D}(\gamma_c)]^{-1}.
\]

(35)

When performing the test, at each stress level, the load release allows a direct measurement of the stiffness reduction \( D_2 \) as well as the anelastic strain \( \varepsilon_{s22} \), as illustrated in Figure 8a. Subsequently, considering the relationship (35), the micro-crack density corresponding to each stiffness reduction measurement is recovered (see Figure 8b). Once the damage threshold \( R_{22} \) is identified (Figure 8a), it becomes easy to compute the stress criterion \( H_c \) from (20) and (13). For a uni-axial positive stress state in the transverse direction, \( H_c \) is reduced to:

\[
H_c = \frac{\sigma_{22}}{(1 - \gamma_c)R_{22}}.
\]

(36)

Then, the parameters \( S, \beta, \gamma_c^\infty \) of the function \( g \) (21), that expresses the relationship between the micro-crack density \( \gamma_c \) and the criterion \( H_c \), can be easily identified from the obtained experimental points (Figure 9a). Note that, for the considered material, it is observed that the saturation of damage is not reached at the end of the experiments (Figure 9a). Thus, the parameter \( \gamma_c^\infty \), corresponding to the saturation regime, is set to a large enough value.
(see Table 3) so that only the first part of the function \( g \) (21) is acting, as explained in Section 2.3.1. Still considering a uni-axial stress state in the transverse direction, the evolution law governing the anelastic strain (26) can be reduced to:

\[
\varepsilon_{s22} = a_{22}\gamma_c.
\]  

(37)

Then, in the same way, the parameter \( a_{22} \) is identified from the experimental points (Figure 9b).

(a) Stress \((\sigma_{xx})\) vs. strain \((\varepsilon_{xx})\) curve performed on a \([90°]_16\) laminate 

(b) Micro-crack density \((\gamma_c)\) vs. relative stiffness reduction \((D_2/E_{02})\)

Figure 8: For each stress level \((\sigma_{22} = \sigma_{xx})\), the stiffness reduction \((D_2)\) as well as the anelastic strain \((\varepsilon_{s22})\) are measured. Thereafter, from (35), the micro-crack density \((\gamma_c)\) corresponding to each measurement of stiffness reduction is recovered.
Similarly to the previously described procedure, the remaining parameters, namely $R_{12}$ and $a_{12}$, could be determined from an in-plane shear test. Since pure shear tests are not easy to perform, it has been chosen to identify these parameters by mean of reverse engineering, from a load/unload tensile test performed on a $[\pm 45^\circ]_4$ laminated specimen, where the damage is mainly governed by shear stress fields. Then the two remaining parameters are obtained by minimizing a cost function formulated from the least squares between the numerical and experimental mechanical response of the specimen (Meraghni et al., 2011, 2014). The obtained values of the parameters are listed in Table 3.
Table 3: Identified parameters for flax-epoxy unidirectional composite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure transverse tension threshold</td>
<td>$R_{22}$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure in-plane shear threshold</td>
<td>$R_{12}$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weibull length parameter</td>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>8.54</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weibull exponent parameter</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-cracks saturation (fixed)</td>
<td>$\gamma_c^\infty$</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse tension anelasticity parameter</td>
<td>$a_{22}$</td>
<td>8.222</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-plane shear anelasticity parameter</td>
<td>$a_{12}$</td>
<td>3.054</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial stiffness properties are provided in (17). They have been evaluated by measuring the initial slopes of the tensile tests performed on $[0^\circ]_{16}$, $[90^\circ]_{16}$ and $[\pm 45^\circ]_{4s}$ laminated specimens. It is worth recalling that, as explained in Section 2.2.1, the initial stiffness tensor $C_0$ is required to compute the stiffness reduction along with a chosen configuration of void inclusions, in the present case: "crossing micro-cracks along $\vec{x}_1$" (see Table 2).

Figures 10a, 10b and 10c show the comparison between the simulated and experimental data used for the identification, respectively, the tensile tests performed on $[0^\circ]_{16}$, $[90^\circ]_{16}$ and $[\pm 45^\circ]_{4s}$ laminates. Despite a slight deviation on the transverse response on the $[\pm 45^\circ]_{4s}$ laminate (see Figure 10c), the overall good agreement between the simulations and the experiments demonstrates the capability of the model to capture the behaviour of unidirectional composites with a rather low number of material parameters.
Furthermore, in order to validate the identified model, Figure 10d shows a comparison between the simulated and experimental data performed on a $[\pm67.5^\circ]_4$ laminate that were not used for the identification. As it can be seen, the model provides a good overall prediction for both longitudinal and transversal responses. For the transverse behaviour, both loading and unloading stages are excellently captured. With respect to the longitudinal direction, the model provides the same order of stress, but overestimates the initial slope compared to the experiment, which induces a deviation of the stress-strain predicted curve.
(a) Stress vs. strain on a $[0^\circ]_{16}$ laminate
(b) Stress vs. strain on a $[90^\circ]_{16}$ laminate
(c) Stress vs. strain on a $[\pm 45^\circ]_{4s}$ laminate
(d) Stress vs. strain on a $[\pm 67.5^\circ]_{4s}$ laminate

Figure 10: Stress ($\sigma_{xx}$) vs. strain ($\varepsilon_{xx}$) for different configurations of laminate, comparison between model and experiments. The $[0^\circ]_{16}$, $[90^\circ]_{16}$ and $[\pm 45^\circ]_{4s}$ laminates are used for the identification, while the $[\pm 67.5^\circ]_{4s}$ laminate is kept for the validation.

5. Numerical simulations and dissipative behaviour

To provide a better understanding regarding the dissipative behaviour as well as the interactions between transverse tension $22$ and in-plane shear $12$ that is accounted with the proposed constitutive model, the following simulation has been performed: The material is first loaded with a transverse normal stress $\sigma_{22}$ of 25 MPa that is held constant for a certain period of time. While $\sigma_{22}$ is held, an in-plane shear stress $\sigma_{12}$ of 15 MPa is applied and then released. Subsequently, the transversal stress $\sigma_{22}$ is fully unloaded (Figure 11a).
The results of this simulation are presented in Figure 11. During the first stage ($0 \, s < t < 40 \, s$), when the transverse stress $\sigma_{22}$ is applied on the material, a growth of micro-crack density is first generated and is accompanied by anelastic strain in the transverse direction (Figures 11c and 11e), both along with their related dissipations (Figure 11f). Next, the transverse stress is held and no change in the overall material response is observed, as expected, since no temporal effects are accounted for in the proposed model (no creep or relaxation). In the second stage ($40 \, s < t < 80 \, s$), the transverse stress $\sigma_{22}$ is still being held and an in-plane shear stress $\sigma_{12}$ is applied in addition, before being subsequently released. The micro-crack density is growing again, but at this time, anelastic strains are generated in both transverse and shear directions (Figures 11c and 11e). The material dissipates energy during the application of the shear stress and recovers a part of its stored energy when the shear stress is released (Figure 11f). Finally, in the last stage ($80 \, s < t < 120 \, s$) the transverse stress is unloaded and the remaining part of the stored energy returns back to zero (Figure 11f). Indeed, as explained in Section 2.3, the model assumes that $\rho \psi$ is fully recoverable.

In terms of energy balance (Figure 11f), it can be noticed that the strain energy $W_\varepsilon$ is equal to the sum of the stored and dissipated energy, $\rho \psi$ and $\Phi$ respectively. Moreover, the dissipated energy is always increasing or constant, which is in accordance with the Clausius Duhem inequality (18).
6. Conclusions and perspectives

A hybrid model, that predicts the mechanical behaviour of damaged unidirectional composite, has been established and implemented into a finite element code via an implicit scheme. The proposed constitutive equations are formulated in the framework of thermodynamics of irreversible processes.
with the introduction of internal state variables. Those related to damage are obtained through a micromechanical description of the micro-crack density. The main advantages of this approach are twofold:

- The use of micromechanics allows a better description of the physical damage mechanism and its influence of the overall material response.

- Legacy CDM-based models for unidirectional composites (Le Dantec, 1989; Ladevèze and Le Dantec, 1992; Ladevèze, 1992; Allix et al., 1994; Boubakar et al., 2002, 2003; Mahboob et al., 2017) usually introduced several damage state variables and additional coupling parameters to predict the multi-axial behaviour. This may generate additional difficulties regarding their experimental identification. The present approach uses only one internal state variable and the shape of the defects to represent the overall anisotropic stiffness reduction.

The identification and the prediction capabilities has been validated on experimental data for flax-epoxy unidirectional composite. The model appears to be well adapted to describe the transverse tension and the in-plane shear responses of the composite.

As a further work, three different types of extension are proposed: i) The framework of thermodynamics gives to the model the possibility to be extended to fully coupled thermomechanical analyses. ii) The evolution equations can be enriched or/and modified in order to account for time dependent behaviours such as visco-damage (Shahsavari et al., 2016), as well as for fatigue analyses (Hochard et al., 2006; Nouri et al., 2009). Moreover,
viscoelastic mechanisms could be eventually added through a coupled formulation (Kairi and Doghri, 2014; Krasnabriza et al., 2016; Praud et al., 2017). iii) The proposed model will be utilized in a multi-scale modelling of woven composites, as yarn phase. Such approach can be achieved using the concept of periodic homogenization (Chatzigeorgiou et al., 2015, 2016).
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Appendix A. Evaluation of the Eshelby tensor

For a general anisotropic medium surrounding an ellipsoidal inclusion, the Eshelby tensor is given by the following surface integral, parameterized on the surface of the unit sphere (Mura, 1987). Then the components $S_{Eijkl}$ of the Eshelby tensor $S_E$ are given by:

$$S_{Eijkl} = \frac{1}{8\pi} C_{0mnkl} \int_{-1}^{+1} d\zeta \int_{0}^{2\pi} \left( G_{imjn}(\zeta) + G_{jmin}(\zeta) \right) d\omega,$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)
with

$$G_{ijkl}(\bar{\zeta}) = \frac{\bar{\zeta}_k \bar{\zeta}_l N_{ij}(\bar{\zeta})}{D(\bar{\zeta})},$$

$$\bar{\zeta}_i = \frac{\zeta_i}{a_i}, \ \zeta_1 = \sqrt{1 - \zeta_3^2 \cos \omega}, \ \zeta_2 = \sqrt{1 - \zeta_3^2 \sin \omega}, \ \zeta_3 = \zeta_3,$$

$$D(\bar{\zeta}) = \epsilon_{mn} K_{m1} K_{n2} K_{l3}, \ \ N_{ij}(\bar{\zeta}) = \frac{1}{2} \epsilon_{ikl} \epsilon_{jmn} K_{km} K_{ln}, \ \ K_{ik} = C_{0ijkl} \bar{\zeta}_j \bar{\zeta}_l. \ \ (A.2)$$

$C_{0ijkl}$ are the components of the stiffness tensor of the infinite medium $C_0$, while $a_1$, $a_2$ and $a_3$ are the three principal axes of the ellipsoid (Figure 3). They are expressed in a rectangular cartesian coordinate system. $\omega$ is an angular position and $\zeta_3$ is the longitudinal coordinate. $\epsilon_{ijk}$ is the permutation tensor expressed by:

$$\epsilon_{ijk} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } i = j, i = k, j = k \\ 1 & \text{if } (i, j, k) \in \{(1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 2)\} \\ -1 & \text{if } (i, j, k) \in \{(1, 3, 2), (3, 2, 1), (2, 1, 3)\} \end{cases}. \ \ (A.3)$$

When the infinite medium is isotropic or transversally isotropic, an analytical solution exists for (A.1). For all the other cases, no explicit formula has been developed. Thus, the components of $S_E$ must be evaluated numerically. As proposed by Gavazzi and Lagoudas (1990), this numerical evaluation can be performed using the following Gaussian quadrature formula:

$$S_{Eijkl} = \frac{1}{8\pi} \sum_{p=1}^{M} \sum_{q=1}^{N} C_{0mnkl} \left( G_{imjn}(\omega_q, \zeta_3 p) + G_{jmin}(\omega_q, \zeta_3 p) \right) W_{pq}, \ \ (A.4)$$

where $M$ and $N$ are the number of points used for the integration over $\zeta_3$ and $\omega$, $W_{pq}$ are the Gaussian weights. More details about the determination of the Gaussian points and weight can be found in the book by William (1989).
Appendix B. Linearisation of the constitutive equations with the "convex cutting plane" method

Note that the "convex cutting plane" method (Ortiz and Simo, 1986; Simo and Hughes, 1998) implies a simplification regarding the linearisation of the flow equations, in which the gradients of the flows are not accounted for. Thus, the linearisation of the flow equation (26) is reduced to:

$$ \delta \varepsilon_s = \Lambda_s(\sigma) \delta \gamma_c. \quad (B.1) $$

Considering this point, the linearisation of the residual (27), the criterion $H_c$ (19) and the stress (3) are expressed as follows:

$$ \delta \phi_{\gamma_c} = \frac{\partial \phi_{\gamma_c}}{\partial H_c} \delta H_c + \frac{\partial \phi_{\gamma_c}}{\partial \sigma_0} \delta \sigma_0 + \frac{\partial \phi_{\gamma_c}}{\partial \gamma_c} \delta \gamma_c, \quad (B.2) $$

$$ \delta H_c = \frac{\partial H_c}{\partial \sigma_0} : \delta \sigma_0 \quad \text{with from (13)} \quad \delta \sigma_0 = \frac{\partial \sigma_0}{\partial \varepsilon} \delta \varepsilon + \frac{\partial \sigma_0}{\partial \varepsilon_s} \delta \varepsilon_s + \frac{\partial \sigma_0}{\partial \gamma_c} \delta \gamma_c \quad (B.3) $$

$$ \delta \sigma = \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial \varepsilon} : \delta \varepsilon + \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial \varepsilon_s} : \delta \varepsilon_s + \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial \gamma_c} \delta \gamma_c \quad (B.4) $$
with

\[
A_{\gamma c H_c} = \frac{\partial \phi_{\gamma c}}{\partial H_c} = \frac{\partial g(H_c)}{\partial H_c},
\]

\[
A_{\gamma c \gamma c} = \frac{\partial \phi_{\gamma c}}{\partial \gamma_c} = -1,
\]

\[
B_{H_c \varepsilon} = \frac{\partial H_c}{\partial \sigma_0} : \frac{\partial \sigma_0}{\partial \varepsilon} = \left( \frac{\mathbb{H} : \sigma_0}{H_c} \right) : \mathbb{C}_0 : \mathbb{A}_0(\gamma_c),
\]

\[
B_{H_c \gamma c} = \frac{\partial H_c}{\partial \sigma_0} \left( \frac{\partial \sigma_0}{\partial \varepsilon} \Lambda_s(\sigma) + \frac{\partial \sigma_0}{\partial \gamma_c} \right)
\]

\[
= \left( \frac{\mathbb{H} : \sigma_0}{H_c} \right) : \mathbb{C}_0 : \left( -\mathbb{A}_0(\gamma_c) : \Lambda_s(\sigma) + \frac{\partial \mathbb{A}_0(\gamma_c)}{\partial \gamma_c} : (\varepsilon - \varepsilon_s) \right),
\]

\[
B_{\sigma \varepsilon} = \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial \varepsilon} = \mathbb{C}_0 - \mathbb{D}(\gamma_c),
\]

\[
B_{\sigma \gamma c} = \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial \varepsilon} : \Lambda_s(\sigma) + \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial \gamma_c} = -[\mathbb{C}_0 - \mathbb{D}(\gamma_c)] : \Lambda_s(\sigma) - \frac{\partial \mathbb{D}(\gamma_c)}{\partial \gamma_c} : (\varepsilon - \varepsilon_s),
\]

and

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbb{D}(\gamma_c)}{\partial \gamma_c} = \mathbb{C}_0 : \mathbb{T}_c : \left( \mathbb{A}_0(\gamma_c) + \gamma_c \frac{\partial \mathbb{A}_0(\gamma_c)}{\partial \gamma_c} \right),
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbb{A}_0(\gamma_c)}{\partial \gamma_c} = -\mathbb{A}_0(\gamma_c) : (\mathbb{T}_c - \mathbb{I}) : \mathbb{A}_0(\gamma_c).
\]

Appendix C. Corrector

The nullity condition of \(\phi_{\gamma c}\) is expressed by:

\[
\phi^{(n+1)(k+1)}_{\gamma c} = \phi^{(n+1)(k)}_{\gamma c} + \delta \phi^{(n+1)(k)}_{\gamma c} = 0,
\]

where the linearisation of \(\delta \phi^{(n+1)(k)}_{\gamma c}\), after proper calculation (see Appendix B), takes the following form (all the quantities are taken at the increment \((n+1)(k)\)):

\[
\delta \phi_{\gamma c} = A_{\gamma c H_c} \delta H_c + A_{\gamma c \gamma c} \delta \gamma_c.
\]
Similarly (see Appendix B), $\delta H_c$ is written as (recall that $\delta \varepsilon = 0$):

$$\delta H_c = B_{H_\gamma c} \delta \gamma_c. \tag{C.3}$$

By introducing (C.3) into (C.2) while considering (C.1), the unknown value of $\delta \gamma_c$ is computed from the known value of the residual $\phi_{\gamma c}$. This gives:

$$\delta \gamma_c = -\frac{\phi_{\gamma c}}{K_{\gamma c \gamma c}} \text{ with } K_{\gamma c \gamma c} = A_{\gamma H_c} B_{H_\gamma c} + A_{\gamma \gamma c} , \tag{C.4}$$

where $A_{\gamma H_c}$, $A_{\gamma \gamma c}$ and $B_{H_\gamma c}$ are provided in (B.5), (B.6) and (B.8), respectively.

**Appendix D. Tangent multiplier**

The condition $d \phi_{\gamma c} = 0$, in its linearised form (see Appendix B), is expressed by:

$$d \phi_{\gamma c} = A_{\gamma H_c} d H_c + A_{\gamma \gamma c} d \gamma_c = 0. \tag{D.1}$$

In the same manner (see Appendix B), $d H_c$ is written as:

$$d H_c = B_{H_\gamma c} : d \varepsilon + B_{H_\gamma c} d \gamma_c. \tag{D.2}$$

By introducing (D.2) into (D.1), a linear relationship can be identified between $d \gamma_c$ and $d \varepsilon$. This gives:

$$d \gamma_c = X_{\gamma c \varepsilon} : d \varepsilon \text{ with } X_{\gamma c \varepsilon} = -\frac{A_{\gamma H_c} B_{H_\gamma c}}{K_{\gamma c \gamma c}}, \tag{D.3}$$

where $A_{\gamma H_c}$, $B_{H_\gamma c}$ and $K_{\gamma c \gamma c}$ are provided in (B.5), (B.7) and (C.4), respectively.
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